Predation on hummingbirds by raptors (Lowery
It quickly forced open the spring-loaded door, and hopped to the ground. As I tried to grab the bird, it jumped, flapped briefly, and fell to the ground less than a meter away. The bird immediately crouched and scuttled out of sight into the dense bunch grass ( Stipu sp. ). I searched for it and tried to flush it by beating the grass. I found it after nearly an hour, within two meters of where it had disappeared. After realizing that it was unable to fly, the bird had immediately adopted bean hour, it made a weak attempt to fly as I parted the grass, but then lay still, until I captured it when it began to struggle vigorously.
Contrasted with these rapid adjustments are many observations I have made on Common Terns (Sterna hirundo) on Long Island, New York. Before terns are old enough to fly (about age one month), they either crouch in vegetation or run from intruders. During the period when they are learning to fly, the birds jump up and down flapping their wings, before running.
Once they are able to fly, in some cases immediately after their first successful flight, chicks cease running altogether, and immediately fly when approached.
Young terns are frequently rendered flightless by trauma, feather damage, or abnormal feather loss (Gochfeld, Wilson Bull. 85:236, 1973). Observations of banded birds known to have flown prior to becoming flightless, revealed that they jumped up
